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[T’s MAY and I’ve just awakened from a nap, curled against sagebrush
the way my dog taught me to sleep — sheltered from wind, A front is
pulling the huge sky over me, and from the dark at hailstone has hit me
on the head. I’m trailing a band of two thousand sheep across a stretch
of Wyoming badlands, a ﬁftyvmile trip that takes ﬁve days because
sheep shade up in hot sun and won’t budge until it’s cooli Bunched to»
gether now, and excited into a run by the storm, they drift across dry
land, tumbling into draws like water and surge out again onto the rug—
ged, choppy plateaus that are the building blocks of this state.
The name Wyoming comes from an Indian word meaning “at the
great plains," but the plains are really valleys, great arid valleys, sixteen
hundred square miles, with the horizon bending up on all sides into
mountain ranges. This gives the vastness a sheltering look.
Winter lasts six months here. Prevailing winds spill snowdrifts to the .
east, and new storms from the northwest replenish them, This white
bulk is sometimes dizzying, even nauseating, to look at, At twenty,
thu'ty, and forty degrees below zero, not only does your car not work,
but neither do your mind and body The landscape hardens into a dune
geon of space During the winter, while I was riding to ﬁnd a new calf,
my jeans froze to the saddle, and in the silence that such cold creates I
felt like the ﬁrst person on earth, or the last.
Today the sun is out 7 only a few clouds billowing. In the east, where
the sheep have started off without me, the benchland tilts up in a series
of eroded Ied-earthed mesas, planed ﬂat on top by a million years of
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, a bold line of muscular scarps rears up ten
thou~
sand feel to become the Big Horn Mountains.
A tidal pattern is engraved into

down as if the place had been startled out of a deep sleep and thrown
into a pure light.

said, uIt’s all a bunch of nothing—wind
and rattlesnakes—and so

lcame here four years ago. I had not planned to stayibut I eouldnlt
make mvself leave. John. the sheepman, put me to work 1minediat}ely. t
was spring, and shearing time. For fourteen days ef fourteen ougs
each, we moved thousands of sheep through sorting corrals-to f e
sheared, branded, and deloused. I suspect that my original mbtive Ior
coming here was to “lose myself” in new and unpopulated terrtitor};l nstead of producing the numbness I thought I wanted, life on . e s eeﬁ
ranch woke me up. The vitality of the people I was worlung WI 1
ﬂushed out what had become a hallucinatnry rawness insitril‘ch me.‘d
threw away my clnthes and bought new tonesil cut my hair,
e an
country was a clean slate. Its absolute-lndifterence steadied Ise. [ ',

the ground, as if left by the sea that once cover
ed this state
Canyons curve down like galaxies to meet the
oncoming rush of ﬂat
land.
To live and work in this kind of open count
ry, with its hundred»mile
views, is to lose the distinction between back
ground and foreground
When I asked an older ranch hand to describe
Wyoming>s openness, he
much ofit you can't tell where you’re going or
where you’ve been and it
don’t make much difference.” John, a shee
prnan I know, is tall and
handsome and has an explosive temperam
ent He has a perfect inlu~
ition about people and sheep. They call him
“Highpockets,” because
he's so longvlegged; his graceful stride matches
the distances he has to
cover. He says, “Open space hasn’t affected
me at all. It’s all the people
moving in on it.” The huge ranch he was born
on takes up much o(one
county
and spreads into another state; to put
100,000 miles

on his
pickup in three years and never leave home
is not unusuali A friend of
mine has an aunt who ranched on Powder
River and didn’t go off her
place for eleven years. When her husband
died, she quickly moved to
town, bought a car, and drove around the State
s to see what she’d been
missing
Most people tell me they’ve simply driven
through Wyoming, as it'
there were nothing to stop for. Or else they’
ve skied in Jackson Hole,
a place Wyomingites acknowledge uncomfor
tably because its green
beauty and chic afﬂuence are mismatched
with the rest of the state.
Most onyoming has a “leati~to”look. Inste
ad of big, roomy barns and
Victorian houses, there are dugouts, low sheds
, log cabins, sheep camps,
and fence lines that look like driftwood blow
n haphazardly into place,
People here still feel pride because they live
in such a harsh place, part
of the glamorous cowboy past, and they are
determined not to be the
victims ofa miningedominnted future,
Most characteristic of the state’s landscape
is what a developer euv
phemistically describes as “indigenous grow
th right up to your front
door" v
a reference to waterless stands of salt sage,
snakes, jack

rabbits,
deerﬂies, red dust, a brief respite of wildﬂ
owers, dry washes, and no
treesi In the Great Plains the Vistas lnok like
music, like Kyries ofgrass,
but Wyoming seems to be the doing ofa mad
architect — tumbled and
twisted, ribboned with faded, deathbed color
s, thrust up and pulled

Sagebrush covers 58,000 square miles of Wyoming. The

1g§es :1“:

has a population of ﬁfty thousand, and there are only ﬁve set em 1 t7
that could he called cities in the whole state: The rest are towns, liea
tered across the expanse with as much as shtty miles betweeln tkfm’
their populations two thousand, ﬁfty, or ten. lhey are fugitive- 00 mi,
perched on a barren, windblown bench, or taggedronto a rlver or a m d
road, or laid out straight in a farming valley thh implement storessnh
a block-long Mormon church In the eastern pa-rt‘of the state, w 16
slides down into the Great Plains, the new mining settlements are
boomtowns,trailer cities, metalknots on ﬂatlandi . .
.
.
L
Despite the desolate look, there’s a cozmess t0 livmg m thxs :ta :1
There are so few people (only 470,000) that ranchers who buy an 11se

cattle know one another statewide; the ktds who choose to go todco cg}:
usually go to the state’s one university, in Laramle; hugzd' hanAS 31:1:>
their way around Wyoming in a lifetlme of hmngs and rings, rt1w or
spite the physical separation, geogle stay In touch, often drivmg 0
h urs to another ranch or inner.
V
thl’Seeevei-lty-l-lve years ago, when travel was by buckboard or‘horsegaltél:
cowboys who were temporarily out of work rocle the grub lined— r1iv~
ing from ranch m ranch, mending fence? or milkmg cows, an lrejeeh‘
ing in exchange a bed and meals, Gossip and messages trave e hts
slow circuit with them, creating an intimacy between rancherskw 0
were three and four weeks" ride apart. One old~t1me couple I now,
whose tum—ofethe-century homestead was used by an outlaw gating as a
relay station for stolen horses, recall that if you were traveling, esper—
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ado or not, any lighted ranch house was a welcome sign, Even now, for
someone who lives in a remote spot, arriving at a ranch or coming to
town for supplies is cause for celebration. To emerge from isolation can
be disorienting, Everything looks bright, new, vivid. After I had been
herding sheep for only three days, the sound of the camp tender’s
pickup ﬂuslered me. Longing for human company, I felt xi foolish grin
take over my face; yet I had to resist an urgent temptation to run and

ous list of details While trailing sheep I was told to “ride up to that
kinda upturned rock, follow the pink wash, turn left at the dump, and
then you’ll see the waler holei” One friend told his wife on roundup to
“turn at the salt lick and the dead cow: which turned out to be a scattering of bones and no salt lick at all.
Sentence structure is shortened to the skin and bones of a thought
Descriptive words are dropped, even verbs; a cowboy looking over a

Things happen suddenly in Wyoming, the change of seasons and
weather; for people, the violent swings in and out of isolation But
goodenaluredness is concomitant with severity. Friendliness is a tradition. Strangers passing on the road wave hello‘ A common sight is two
pickups stopped side by side far out on a range, on a dirt track winding
through the sage. The drivers will share a cigarette, uncap their thermos
bottles, and pass a battered cup, steaming with coffee, between windews. These meetings summon up the details of several generations,
because, in Wyoming, private histories are largely public knowledge,

People hold back their thoughts in what seems to he a dumbfounded silence, then erupt with an excoriating perceptive remark. Language, so
compressed, becomes metaphorical, A rancher ended a relationship
with one remark: “You’re a bad check,” meaning bouncing in and out

hide.

Because ranch work is a physical and, these days, economic strain,

being "at home on the range” is a matter of vigor, seltlrcliance, and
common sense, A person’s life is not a series of dramatic events for
which he or she is applauded or exiled but a slow accumulation of days,
seasons, years, ﬂeshed out by the generational weight of one’s family
and anchored by a land-bound sense of place.
In most parts of Wyoming, the human population is visibly outnumbered by the animal. Not far from my town of ﬁfty, I rode into a narrow
valley and startled a herd of two hundred elk anles look like small
people as they eat car—killed deer by the road‘ Antelope, moving in
small, graceful bands, travel at sixty miles an hour, their mouths open
as if drinking in the space.
The solitude in which westerners live makes them quiet. They telegraph thoughts and feelings by the way they tilt lheir heads and listen;
pulling their Stetsons into a steep dive over their eyes, or pigeon-Ioeing
one boot over the other, they lean against a fence with a fat wedge of
Copenhagen beneath their lower lips and take in the whole scene. These
detached looks of quiet amusement are sometimes cynical, but they can
also come from a dry-eyed humility as lucid as the air is clear.
Conversation goes on in what sounds like a private code; a few

phrases imply a complex of meanings. Asking directions, you get a curi-

canal full of horses will say to a wrangler, "Which one needs rode?"

was intolerable, and even coming back would be no good.

What’s behind this laconic style is shyness There is no Vocabulary for
the subject of feelings. It’s not a hangdog shyness, or anything coy ~ ale
ways there’s a robust spirit in evidence behind the restraint. as if the
earth»dredgi.ng wind that pulls across Wyoming had carried its people’s
voices away but everything else in them had shouldered conﬁdently
into the breeze.
I’ve spent hours riding to sheep camp at dawn in a pickup when
nothing was said; eaten meals in the cookhouse when the only words

spoken were a mumbled “Thank you, ma’am” at the end of dinner‘ The
silence is profound, Instead of talking, we seem to share one eye. Keenly
observed, the world is transformed. The landscape is engorged wilh def
tail, every movement on it chillingly sharp. The air between people is
charged. Days unfold, bathed in their own music. Nights become hallucinatory; dreams, prescient.

Spring weather is capricious and mean. it snows, then blisters with heat.
There have been tornadoes They lay their elephant trunks out in the
sage until they ﬁnd houses, then slurp everything up and leave. I’ve no,
ticed that melting snowbanks hiss and rot, viperous, then drip into
calm pools where ducklings hatch and livestock, being trailed to summer range, drink, With the ice cover gone, rivers churn a milkshake
brown, taking culverts and small bridges with them. Water in such an

arid place (the average annual rainfall where I live is less than eight

inches) is like blood It festoons drab land with green veins; 3 line of

cottonwoods following a stream; a strip of alfalfa; and. on ditch banks,
wild asparagus growing.
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I’ve moved to a small cattle ranch owned by friends. It’s at the foot of
the Big Horn Mountains. A few weeks ago, I helped them deliver a calf
who was stuck halfway out of his mother’s body. By the time he was
freed, we could see a heartbeat, but he was straining against a swollen
tongue for air. Mary and I held him upside down by his back feet, while
Stan, on his hands and knees in the blood, gave the calf mouth-to»
mouth resuscitation. I have a vague memory of being pneumoniachoked as a child, my mother giving me her air, which may account for
my romance with this windswept state.
If anything is endemic to Wyoming, it is windi This big room of
space is swept out daily, leaving a bone yard of fossils, agates, and carcasses in every stage of decay. Though it was water that initially shaped
the state, wind is the meticulous gardener, raising dust and pruning
the sage
I try to imagine a world in which I could ride my horse across un»
charted land. There is no wilderness left; wildness, yes, but true wilder»
ness has been gone on this continent since the time of Lewis and Clark’s
overland journey.
Two hundred years ago, the Crow, Shoshone, Arapaho, Cheyenne,
and Sioux roamed the intermountain West, orchestrating their movements according to hunger, season, and warfare Once they acquired
horses, they traversed the spines of all the big Wyoming ranges —the
Absarokas, the Wind Rivers, the Tetons, the Big Horns ~ and winteied
on the unprotected plains that fan out from them. Space was life. The
world was their home.
What was life-giving to Native Americans was often nightmarish to
sodbusters who had arrived encumbered with families and ethnic pasts
to be transplanted in nearly uninhabitable land. The great distances, the
shortage of water and trees, and the loneliness Created unexpected

hardships for them. In her book 0 Pioneers], Willa Cather gives a set-

tler’s version of the bleak landscape:

The little town behind them had vanished as if it had never been, had fallen
behind the swell of the prairie, and the stem frozen country received them
into its bosom. The homesteads were few and far apart; here and there a
windmill gaunt against the sky, a sad house crouching in a hollow,

The emptiness of the West was for others a geography of possibility.
Men and women who amassed great chunks of land and struggled to
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preserve unfenced empires were, despite their self-serving motives, un.
witting geographers They understood the lay of the land But by the
18505 the Oregon and Mormon trails sported bumper—to—bumper trafﬁc,Wealthylandowne1—s, many of them aristocratic absentee landlords,
known as remittance men because they were paid to come West and get
out of their families’ hair, overstocked the range with more than a million head of cattle. By 1885 the feed and water were desperately short,
and the winter of 1886 laid out the gaunt bodies of dead animals so

closely together that when the thaw came, one rancher from ‘Kaycee
claimed to have walked on cowhide all the way to Crazy Woman Creek,
twenty miles away
Territorial Wyoming was a boy’s world The land was generous with
everything but water. At ﬁrst there was room enough, food enough, for
everyone And, as with all beginnings, an expansive mood set in The
young cowboys, drifters, shopkeepers, schoolteachers, were heroic, lawless, generous, rowdy, and tenacious. The individualism and optimism
generated during those times have endured.
Iohn Tisdale rode north with the trail herds from Texas. He was a
collegereducated man with enough money to buy a small outﬁt near
the Powder Riveri While driving home from the town of Buffalo with a
buekboard full of Christmas toys for his family and a winter’s supply of
food, he was shot in the back by an agent of the cattle barons who resented the encroachment of small-time stockmen like himi The wealthy
cattlemen tried to control all the public grazing land by restricting
membership in the Wyoming Stock Growers Association, as if it were a
country club. They ostracized from roundups and brandings cowboys
and ranchers who were not members, then denounced them as rustlers.
Tisdale’s death, the second such cold—blooded murder, kicked off the
Iohnson County cattle war, which was no simple good-guy—bad-guy
shoot-out but a complicated class struggle between landed gentry and
less afﬂuent settlers — a shocking reminder that the West was not an
egalitarian sanctuary after alL
Fencing ultimately enforced boundaries, but barbed wire abrogated
space. It was stretched across the beautiful Valleys, into the mountains,
over desert badlands, through buffalo grass. The “anything is possible"
fever — the lure of any new place —was constrictedi The integrity of
the land as a geographical body, and the freedom to ride anywhere an it,
were lost
I punched cows with a young man named Martin, who is the great»
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grandson of Iohn Tisdale. His inheritance is not the open land that
Tisdale knew and prematurely lost but a rage against restraint
Wyoming tips down as you head northeast; the highest ground #the
Laramie Plains A is on the Colorado border, Up where I live, the Big
Horn River leaks into difﬁcult, arid terrain. In the basin where it’s

dammed, sandhill cranes gather and, with delicate legwork, slice
lliruugh the stilled water. I was driving by with a rancher one morning
when he commented that cranes are “old-fashioned,” When I asked
why, he said, “Because they mate for life.” Then he looked at me with a
twinkle in his eyes, as if to say he really did believe in such things but
also understood why we break our own rules
In all this open space, values crystalize quickly. People are strong on
scruples but tenderhearted about quirky behavior. A friend and I found
One ranch hand, who’s “not quite right in the head," sitting in front of
the badly decayed carcass of a cow, shaking his ﬁnger and saying, “Now,
I don’t want you to do this ever again!" When I asked what was wrong
with him, I was told, “He’s gooﬁer than hell, just like the rest of us,” Perhaps because the West is historically new‘, conventional morality is still
felt to be less important than rock»bottom truths. Though there‘s always a lot of teasing and sparring, people are blunt with one another,
sometimes even cruel, believing honesty is stronger medicine than
sympathy, which may console but often conceals
The formality that goes hand in hand with the rowdiness is known as
the Western Code. It’s a list of practical do’s and don’ts, faithfully ob-

served. A friend, Cliff, who runs a trapline in the winter, cut off half
his foot while chopping a hole in the ice Alone, he dragged himself to
his pickup and headed for town, stopping to open the ranch gate as he
left, and getting out to close it again, thus losing, in his observance of
rules, precious time and blood Later, he commented, “How would it

look, them having to come to the hospital to tell me their cows had gotten out?”

Accustomed to emergencies, my friends doctor each other from the

vet’s bag with relish. When one old—timer suffered a heart attack in
hunting camp, his partner quickly stirred up a brew of red horse liniment and hot water and made the half-conscious victim drink it, then
tied him onto a horse and led him twenty miles to town. He regained

consciousness and lived.
The roominess of the state has affected political attitudes as well.
Ranchers keep up with world politics and the convulsions of the econ-
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omy but are basically isolationists. Being used to running their own
small empires of land and livestock, they’re suspicious of big government. It’s a “don’t fence me in” holdovet from a century ago. They still
want the elbow room their grandfathers had, so they’re strongly conservative, but with a populist twisti
Summer is the season when we get our “cowboy tans” ——on the lower
parts of out ﬁxes and on three fourths of our arms, Excessive heat, in
the nineties and higher, sends us outside with the mosquitoes. In winter
we’re tucked inside our houses, and the white wasteland outside appears to be expanding, but in summer all the greenery abridges space.
Summer is a go-ahead season. Every living thing is off the block and in
the race: battalions of bugs in ﬂight and biting; hats swinging around
my log cabin as if the bases were loaded and someone had hit a home
run, Some of summer’s high-speed growth is ominous: larkspur, death
camas, and green greasewood can kill sheep — an ironic idea, dying in
this desert from eating what is too verdant With sixteen hours of daylight, farmers and ranchers irrigate feverishly, There are ﬁrst, second,
and third cuttings of hay, some crews averaging only four hours of sleep
a night for weeks And, like the cowboys who in summer ride the night

rodeo circuit, nighthawks make daredevil dives at dusk with an eerie

whirring sound like a plane going down on the shimmering horizon.
In the town where I live, they’ve had to board up the dance—hall windows because there have been so many ﬁghts. There’s so little to do ex-

cept work that people wind up in a state of idle agitation that becon‘ies
fatalistic, as if there were nothing to be done about all this untapped en-

ergy. So the dark side to the grandeur of these spaces is the small—mindv
edness that seals people in. Men become hermits; women go mad
Cabin fever explodes into suicides, or into grudges and lifelong family
feuds. Two sisters in my area inherited a ranch but found they couldn’t
get along. They fenced the place in half, When one’s cows got out and
mixed with the other’s, the women went at each other with shovels.
They ended up in the same hospital room but never spoke a word to
each other for the rest of their lives
After the brief lushness of summer, the sun moves south, The range
grass is brown Livestock is trailed back down from the mountains. Wa—
ter holes begin to frost over at night Last fall Martin asked me to at:company him on a pack trip, With ﬁve horses7 we followed a river into

the mountains behind the tiny Wyoming town of Meeteetse. Groves of
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aspen, red and orange, gave off a light that made us look toasted, Our
hunting camp was so high that Clouds skidded across our foreheads,
then slowed to sail out across the warm valleys. Except for a bull moose
who wandered into our camp and mistook our black gelding {er a rival,
we shot at nothing
‘
One of our evening entertainments was to watch the night sky. My
dog, a dingo bred to herd sheep, also came on the trip. He is so used to
the silence and empty skies that when an airplane ﬂies over he always
looks up and eyes the distant intruder quizzically. The sky, latelyt seems

to be much more crowded than it used to bet Satellites make their silent
passes in the dark with great regularity. We counted eighteen in one

hour's Viewing. How odd to think that while they circumnavigated the
planet) Martin and I had moved only six miles into our local wilderness

and had seen no other human for the two weeks we stayed there.

At night, by moonlight, the land is whittled to slivers-n ridge, a

river, a strip of grassland stretching to the mountains, then the huge
sky. One morning a full moon was setting in the west just as the sun was
rising. I felt ptecariously balanced between the two as I loped aCross a

meadow. For a moment, I could believe that the stars, which were still

visible, wurk like cooper’s bands, holding together everything above
Wyoming

Space has a spiritual equivalent and can heal what is divided and burdensome in us, My grandchildren will probably use space shuttles for a
honeymoon trip or to recover from heart attacks, but closer to home we
might also learn how to carry space inside ourselves in the effortless
way we carry our skins. Space represents sanity, not a life puriﬁed, dull,
or “spaced out” but one that might accommodate intelligently any idea
or situation
From the clayey soil of northern Wyoming is mined bentonite, which
is used as a ﬁller in candy, gum, and lipstick We Americans are great on
ﬁllers, as ifwhat we have, what we are, is not enough, WC have a cultural

tendency toward denial, but, being affluent, we strangle ourselves with

what we can buy. We have only to look at the houses we build to see
how WC build against space, the way we drink against pain and loneliness. We ﬁll up space as if it were a pie shell, with things whose opacity
further obstructs our ability to see what is already there

